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Abstract. Nowadays, there is an increase of studies that examine individuals’ 
cognitive characteristics in correlation to visual perception. The present study 
investigated the association between cognitive abilities and Web page complex-
ity. Specifically, differences within simple, medium and complex Web pages 
were observed among the field dependent, independent and mixed cognitive 
groups via a task completion time with the use of the eye tracking technology. 
The results showed that task completion time is significantly different in me-
dium and complex pages between the FD and FI users, while, in the simple 
pages, no statistical differences appeared. Furthermore, it was supported that 
users’ FD-I cognitive construct style can be identified using innovative tech-
niques like eye tracking studies by analyzing users’ scan path and heat maps.  
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1 Introduction  

The visual appearance of interactive systems, such as Web pages and e-learning envi-
ronments, tend to convey more information than one can imagine. Contact points that 
users make first to perceive such a system affect the rest of the interaction process [1]. 
Individuals’ cognitive characteristics and Web pages visual complexity have been 
gaining ground in the literature. This study is a pilot investigation towards a project 
that aims to formulate a framework and suggest guidelines in designing adaptive envi-
ronments by understanding how users of different cognitive types interact with  
different tasks [2]. The use of eye tracking technology as a measure of noticing users’ 
cognitive ability during visual processing will be investigated as a methodology in 
achieving the above objective. Cognitive style data is being incorporated into adaptive 
systems for the development of personalized user models. The link between eye track-
ing and cognitive modelling is an extremely intuitive and fruitful area of research. It is 
important therefore, to understand precisely what the eyes reveal in order to model 
human behavior by designing suitable and adaptive environments based on the as-
sumption that individuals interact differently. Developing a new objective method of 
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measuring the cognitive behavior of humans, instead of solely relying on question-
naires, is of paramount importance. Finally, by understanding sighted users’ visual 
understanding of Web page complexity in relation with the time of task completion, 
important information should reveal with refer to the cognitive effort required for 
interaction with that page.  

A previous pilot study examined the potential of eye tracker as a tool in detecting 
users’ cognitive dimensions with respect to the FD-I classification and identified dif-
ferences between the three cognitive construct styles and tasks time completion [2]. It 
was mentioned that complexity consists an interesting concept with its applications to 
be used in for a wide range of uses, from cognitive psychology to computer science 
[3]. An earlier study conducted by Michailidou [4] found that visually complex pages 
generate users’ disoriented navigation while, visually simple pages produce the oppo-
site perspective with the use of the ViCRAM algorithm. This presented study was 
designed to investigate whether eye tracking can assess subjects’ differences on cog-
nitive dimensions and examine the correlation between these styles and tasks time 
completion. Specifically, it attempts to identify users’ cognitive ability based on their 
Web behavior and relate individuals’ cognitive characteristics such as visual attention 
patterns in terms of field dependent-independent construct style with Web pages’ 
visual complexity. The use of eye tracking technology as a measure of noticing users’ 
cognitive ability during visual processing gives insight to how this information and 
cognitive overload affects user ability to interact. 

Therefore, the following research question is addressed: 

1. How does users’ Web behavior in terms of task time completion differ in simple, 
medium and complex Web pages among FD, FI and FN users? 

2 Related Work 

Access to and movement around complex hypermedia environments has long been 
considered an important issue in the Web design and usability field [5]. With the rapid 
and constant advancement of technology, new ways are continually being introduced 
to present information that leads to visually complex Web pages. Cognitive overload 
is a result of the boost of information presented on the Web. The information on most 
of these Web pages is visually fragmented and organized into groups [6]. In this way, 
when users reach a Web page, they can scan the page and obtain a comprehension of 
it in a few seconds. Cognition refers to the ability of the human mind to acquire and 
manage information [7] and comprises different mental processes such as attention, 
memory, perception, problem solving and learning [8]. Moreover, it describes the 
tendencies as the modes in which humans approach, acquire, organize, process, in-
terpret information [9] and how they use these interpretations to guide their actions 
[10]. Visual perception encompasses complex cognitive processes that are involved in 
other forms of conceptualization and learning [11].  
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2.1 Field Dependent-Independent  

The field dependent-independent (FDI) construct lies within the most broadly studied 
of a variety of cognitive style dimensions appearing in the literature and especially in 
the educational technology field [12]. These dimensions are formed based on the in-
dividual's reliance on the context to extract particular meaning and describe users. The 
key difference between FD and FI learners is visual perceptiveness. FD learners, who 
are asked to identify a simple geometric figure that is embedded in a complex figure, 
will take longer time to detect the simple figure than FI learners, or they may not be 
able to find it at all. On the contrary, FI learners have difficulty in abstracting relevant 
information from visual instructional materials. In line with the results of previous 
work [12, 13], it is hypothesized that FI learners will outperform FD learners as well 
in terms of problem-solving performance. 

Much of the research on FD-I dimension has focused on examining the effects of 
FD-I on learners' computer performance [14]. A study by Ford, Miller, and Moss [15] 
demonstrated individual cognitive-style differences in Web searching tasks. It is im-
portant to note that most studies rely heavily on the prior completion of questionnaires 
by system users. Since the completion of questionnaires can be time consuming for 
users, potentially improving the measurement methods of users' cognitive load is 
meaningful. 

2.2 Visual Complexity 

Complexity can be defined as "the degree of difficulty in providing a verbal descrip-
tion of an image" [16]. Textures with repetitive and uniform oriented patterns are less 
complex than disorganized ones. A visual pattern is also described as complex if its 
parts are difficult to identify and separate from each other [16]. Complexity percep-
tion of an image depends on the amount of grouping, the quantity of the parts an ob-
server perceives in the scene, familiarity with the scene and existing knowledge of 
objects inside the scene. Visual complexity is mainly represented by the perceptual 
dimensions of quantity of objects, clutter, openness, symmetry, organization, and the 
variety of colors [16, 17]. 

Studies try to identify Web page design metrics that predict whether a site is highly 
rated with regard to complexity [18, 19]. These studies relate Web site design guide-
lines with complexity explaining that the way a Web site is presented depends on the 
way the page itself is designed and what elements (metrics) are used; Web page code 
complexity was not examined. Others [19] propose cognition, content and form as the 
three primary factors that affect the complexity of a Web site. Tuch et al. [20] men-
tioned that visual complexity of Websites has several effects on human cognition and 
emotion. 

The above studies [18-20] tried to develop techniques to empirically examine all 
aspects of Web site design, but without being able to define and investigate visual 
complexity. ViCRAM [4], which is the algorithm employed in this study, used the 
afore-mentioned characteristics and findings concentrated on Web page design and 
the structure that defines visually simple and complex interfaces. The specific  
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algorithm was used since it was based both on users’ perception and the underlying 
structure of the page.  

2.3 Eye Tracking 

Cognitive and semantic aspects of a stimulus play an important role in visual and 
scene perception [17]. Eye movements are driven by properties of the visual world 
and processes in a person's mind [17]. Eye tracking and usability evaluation studies 
try to investigate and understand user behavior [17, 21] with an increasing interest to 
Web page behavior. A general conclusion is that user interaction depends on the visu-
al factors (nearby visual features) and scene semantics (general knowledge about the 
scene layout). The idea that user' features such as cognitive abilities and personality 
are affecting the effectiveness of information visualization techniques is continuously 
growing. An eye tracking study conducted by Toker et al. [22] investigated the rela-
tionship between such characteristics and fine-grained user attention patterns. Their 
findings revealed that user's cognitive abilities such as verbal working memory and 
perceptual speed have a significant impact on gaze behavior in terms of visualization 
type and task difficulty. 

3 Methodology 

A comparative evaluation of two methodologies was conducted: users’ cognitive 
abilities identification based on the Field Dependent-Independent classification using 
Hidden Figures Test (HFT) and Web page visual complexity using an automatic algo-
rithm (ViCRAM). It was hypothesized that field independent learners’ will need less 
time in identifying a task in a Webpage, whereas, field dependent learners’ will take 
more time in completing a task and therefore a more disoriented behavior will be 
occurred. In addition, participants’ visual attention was measured and analyzed based 
on the scan path and heat maps eye gaze analysis. Then results from both studies were 
compared to answer this pilot study’s hypothesis. 

3.1 Participants 

The population used in the study was taken from a Public University in Cyprus (age 
range 18 - 28). The participants were initially categorized into 7 FD, 6 FI and 3 
FN/FM learners using the Hidden Figures Test (HFT).  

3.2 Procedure 

The study was conducted in two parts: 

Part A - Hidden Figure Test - Participants level of field independent was measured 
with the use of the Hidden Figures Test developed by Witkin et al. [23]. Participants’ 
had a 30 minutes time limit to complete the test. 
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Part B - User Evaluation: Cognitive Abilities - Users’ interaction behavior was ex-
amined using eye tracking as a tool to assess their cognitive abilities. Participants 
were placed in front of an eye tracker and asked to complete a task on 9 Web pages 
that were preselected. Nine fact-finding tasks or known- item search task (tasks in 
which the information is located in a particular place of a Webpage) were defined  
in the experiment in searching for a specific information. Participants’ had to click  
on the finding task as to indicate their response. All 9 Web pages were analysed using 
the ViCRAM algorithm, and visual complexity score was given for each page. Due to 
the number of pages used, complexity was described in three categories: Simple,  
Medium and Complex. 

3.3 Materials  

The researchers’ administered the HFT from the Educational Testing Services kit for 
cognitive factors designed by Witkin et al. [23] to measure participants’ cognitive 
ability and classify them into a field type. It consists of 32 questions divided equally 
into two parts. The test presents five simple figures and asks learners to find one of 
the 5 simple figures embedded in a more complex pattern. Those possessing a score 
10 or below they were defined as FD, while FI scored 16 or higher and FN scored 
from 11 to 15.  

The stimuli used during the eye tracking study contained 9 Web pages with a range 
of visual complexity from 0 - 10 (0 visual simple and 10 visual complex) based on the 
ViCRAM tool. For the data analysis, Complexity categorization was used which was 
retrieved based on the algorithm rankings (see Table 1). The content of the Web pages 
retrieved from five different categories: Shopping, Government, Leisure-Social,  
Education and News.  

Table 1. Web Pages Used: Category and Complexity Level 

Page ID Category Complexity 
Level 

P1  Government  Simple 
P2  Leisure/Social  Simple 
P3   Education  Simple 
P4   Leisure/Social  Medium 
P5   Education  Medium 
P6   Education  Medium 
P7   News  Complex 
P8   News  Complex 
P9   Government  Complex 
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4 Results and Discussion 

Eye movements were recorded during task processing with the aid of the eye tracker 
iViewX model software. The Web stimulus recording mode of the BeGaze 3.1 analy-
sis software was used to capture not only the eye movements, but also mouse clicks as 
a way of detecting users’ task time completion. Participants’ visual attention was 
measured and analyzed based on the scan path and heat maps eye gaze analysis. Fi-
nally, users’ cognitive dimensions as retrieved from the HFT and task completion 
time and were statistically analyzed with the use of the SPSS. The findings of the 
study are discussed with respect to how FD, FM, and FI learners behave within sim-
ple, medium and complex pages.  

4.1 Hidden Figure Test 

As previously mentioned, the Hidden Figure Test (HFT) was used to determine users’ 
main current cognitive occupation (e.g. field dependent, field independent and field 
neutral/mixed) in terms of their level of field independence. Their score on the test 
was calculated as the difference between the number of questions answered correctly 
minus the number answered incorrectly. Taking into how other researchers’ deter-
mined the cut-off scores of the test [24, 25], participants were classified as 7 Field 
Dependence, 6 Field Independence, and 3 as Field Mixed learners. The testing activi-
ty involved in the HFT has been described as perceptual disembedding and is a relia-
ble and widely used approach for determining FD-I [26]. Kuder-Richardson reliability 
coefficient of the Hidden Figure Test reflects the degree of .76 [27]. 

4.2 Task Completion Time 

Participants’ had to click on the finding task by indicating their response and thus 
identifying the amount of completion time of each participant per task. This variable 
was taken into account since researchers were aiming to examine how subjects’ cog-
nitive trait with respect to time task completion affects visual complexity. Since the 
number of participants was small and this being a pilot study, a comparison between 
the average completion time for each complexity categorization and cognitive ability 
was calculated. Therefore, for the statistical test, for each complexity level (simple, 
medium, complex) the average completion time was calculated, ending up with three 
completion times. Then Levene's test equality of variances was performed to examine 
the relation between cognitive abilities and time completion.  

The results of this test (see Table 1) indicated that completion time is significantly 
different in complex pages between the FD and FI users, [t(12)= 2.34, p =.04],  
as the first group produced significantly higher time completion means (M= 157.33, 
SD = 72.60) than the FI group (M = 84.70, SD = 38.53). The same pattern was  
observed in the medium pages, showing a significant difference in terms of time  
task completion between the two groups, [t(6.82)=3.82, p=.007] with the FD group  
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(M=101.84, SD=34.46) outperforming the users’ of the FI group (M = 50.45,  
SD = 9.01). Additionally, in the simple pages no statistical differences appeared.  
A possible assumption might rely on the fact that people behave the same or perhaps 
any differences in the behavior are less likely to have an effect on a simple complexi-
ty page, since, the layout of the pages does not impede users’ navigation and Web 
search. Comparisons between the FN group and the other two groups were not statis-
tically significant at p < 0.05.  

Table 2. Independent sample T-test with regard to users’ cognitive ability scores and 
webpages’ visual complexity   

 
Levene's Test Equality of Variances 
  

              t-test for Equality of 
Means 

   F  Sig. 
   

t  df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 

a) Complex 
Equal variances assumed 3.821 0.074 2.338 12 0.038* 
Equal variances not assumed   2.338 9.132 0.044 

b) Medium 

c) Simple 

Equal variances assumed 7.028 0.021 3.817 12 0.002 
Equal variances not assumed   3.817 6.816 0.007* 
Equal variances assumed 3.601 0.082 1.407 12 0.185 
Equal variances not assumed   1.407 7.461 0.200 

 

*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

 
In line with these results, a study by Nisiforou and Laghos [2] found a large varia-

tion in task completion time among the FD-I cognitive groups.  Similar findings were 
observed in the work conducted by Burnett et al [28], as the FI learners’ outperformed 
FD learners in terms of time taken to respond correctly to a problem-solving task. 
Other studies stated that FI individuals face less difficulty in separating the most es-
sential information from its context than FD subjects do [29].  

4.3 Cognitive Abilities and Visual Complexity 

Users’ cognitive behavior based on their field dependent-independent dimension was 
analyzed through gaze plots (scan path) and attention maps (focus map, heat map). 

The results revealed that although participants were engaged in the same online 
environments of viewing activity, they tend to demonstrate different attention pat-
terns. The stimulated data indicated that users’ cognitive abilities with respect to visu-
al attention show a significant impact on gaze behaviour. The emerged results were 
discussed in view of common and different Web navigation behaviour with regard to 
the three cognitive ability categories. According to Figure 1 users’ common behavior 
within a simple page is revealed without taking into account their level of field inde-
pendent. This observation supports the previous results, since no statistical differences 
exist in the simple pages among the three cognitive groups. 
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Fig. 1. Gaze Plot/Scanpaths demonstrating the common behaviour on simple pages FI, FD and 
FN (from left to right) 

On the contrary, Figures 2 and 3 demonstrated evidence on how users’ cognitive 
characteristics affect their Web navigation according to medium and complex pages 
respectively. Besides, FD users’ scan paths appeared to be more disoriented and scat-
tered on visual complex pages in contrast to FI subjects’ that displayed a more 
oriented and organized scan paths. Similar results were reported in a study conducted 
by Harper et al. [6]. In line with this, Michailidou [4] found that visually complex 
pages generate users’ disoriented navigation while, visually simple pages produce the 
opposite perspective.  

Since the perception of complexity is correlated with the variety in the visual sti-
mulus a visual pattern may also look complex if its parts are difficult to identify and 
separate from each other [3]. Data analysis revealed that users’ cognitive ability has a 
significant impact on user gaze behavior and that this influence is detectable through a 
variety of eye tracking metrics.  

The results also highlight the importance of designing environments that reflect in-
dividuals’ cognitive characteristics. The environments could be e-learning or any Web 
pages and interfaces in general for which a user can adapt based on their characteris-
tics. These outcomes are in line with Toker et al. [22] that investigated the relation-
ship of users’ such characteristics along with their attention patterns. Individuals that 
are located towards the FD dimension have difficulty in separating incoming informa-
tion from its contextual surroundings, and are more likely to be influenced by external 
cues and to be non-selective in their information uptake. FI individuals on the other 
hand, are more likely to be influenced by internal than external cues and therefore, be 
selective in their information input [28, 29]. 
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Many of the research on FD-I has focused on examining the effects of FD-I on 
learners’ computer performance [14]. A study conducted by Jozsa [30] demonstrated 
that the cognitive style is related to differences in the Web searching tasks. In an ear-
lier study, it was recommended that further studies are needed with respect to sub-
jects’ cognitive style [24]. It is important to note that since the completion of surveys 
is time consuming; potentially improving the measurement methods of users’ cogni-
tive load is also significant.  

Additionally, the results suggest that the cognitive ability classification may be 
predicted by the time completion of each task. In line with these results, Tinajero et 
al. [31] found that field independent students generally performed better than field-
dependent students.  

 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Scanpaths showing the non-common 
behaviour of FD (orange) and FI (blue) sub-
jects in a medium page 

 

Fig. 3. Scanpaths indicating the different 
behaviour between FD (green) and FI (red) 
users in complex page 

The complexity algorithm was explicitly used in this study as a tool that allowed 
the investigation between eye tracking technologies and cognitive abilities. Specifi-
cally, with both these technologies (algorithm and eye tracking) this pilot study identi-
fied that: 1) Field dependency could be determined with the use of eye tracking  
technology, 2) Visual complexity prediction tools could be used to evaluate an inter-
face in order to help in the interface adaptation, 3) Designers will have an additional 
tool for validating their interface in order to design environments that not only assist 
users with disabilities, but all users that would like to interact with interfaces that 
meet their learning and interaction style. 
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5 Conclusions 

This study is a pilot investigation towards a project that aims to formulate a frame-
work and suggest guidelines in designing adaptive environments by understanding 
how users of different cognitive types interact with different tasks [2]. It supports the 
view that individual differences exist in terms of cognitive abilities that should pro-
vide insight to users’ navigation in assessing and perusing digital information. This 
demonstrates that the differences among the behavior of the FD and FI cognitive 
groups, in terms of the time taken to complete the given tasks in the complex and 
medium complex Webpages should be taken into consideration.  

Cognitive style ultimately has implications for the design of hypertext instructional 
systems and the development of personalized user models. The use of eye tracker 
technology as a measure of noticing users’ cognitive ability during visual processing 
gives an understanding on how this information and cognitive overload affects user 
ability to interact. The link between eye tracking and cognitive modeling is extremely 
intuitive and fruitful area of research. It is important, therefore, to understand precise-
ly what the eyes reveal in order to model human behavior by designing suitable and 
adaptive environments based on the assumption that individuals interact differently. 
Developing a new measurement method to test the cognitive behavior of humans, 
instead of solely relying on questionnaires, is of paramount importance. This can lead 
to solutions that improve users’ Web experience. Finally, the results of the study 
demonstrate a necessity for emerging solutions that will reflect the user’s cognitive 
ability and can, however, improve users’ Web experience through the design of inno-
vative interfaces.  

In addition, further research is under progress that will take the above study on its 
next stage using neuroimaging methodologies such as Electroencephalography 
(EEG). EEG is a tool that allows us to detect the location and the changes in the brain 
activity while it is performing a cognitive task. Hence, the design of guidelines will be 
conducted to be used by developers in order to create simpler Web pages to allow 
interaction for all cognitive abilities. The findings should provide insights that enable 
the development of models that better predict and stimulate human performance in 
evaluating cognitive load.  
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